MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
FOR OVER 35 YEARS

Why Adaptive?

Compare & Choose

CERTIFIED SUPERIORITY
Displays are engineered for precise heat
management, structural stability, and
corrosion, water, and wind resistance. Every
unit is burned-in and subjected to stringent
quality tests. All Adaptive LED signs are:

IDEAL FOR advanc
ced animate
ed

messag
ges, detaile
ed motion
graphic
cs, dyynamic
c videos
7.8mm

pedestrrians to veh
hicles ≤50 mph
PG 6

IDEAL FOR basic anim
mated

Signs handle torturous temps from -22°F to
122°F (-30°C to +50°C) at full solar load.
16mm

UL LISTED
PG 7

MOST EFFECTIVE FO
OR

passing
g trafﬁc of 25-6
60 mph
streets,, heavy pedesttrian trafﬁc,
and busy intersection
ns

Signs perform reliably in extreme coastal,
desert, southern and northern climates.

IDEA
AL FOR static ima
ages,

atten
ntio
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ges, and inform
mation

ROHS COMPLIANT

life

messag
ges, simple mo
otion
graphic
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os, sales,
announ
ncements, and
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HIGHLY
Y VISIBLE NEA
AR city

CLIMATE TESTED

All designs meet stringent global
hazardous material restrictions.

HIGHLY
Y VISIBLE near trafﬁc,

city stre
eets, busy intersections,
and veh
hicle trafﬁc

TEMPERATURE TESTED

Signs meet or exceed rigorous safety
standards for design and manufacturing.

MOST EFFEC
CTIVE FOR passin
ng

20mm

MOS
ST EFFECTIVE FO
OR

passsing
g trafﬁc of 25-6
65 mph
h
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HIGH
HLY
Y VISIBLE NEA
AR

busyy inttersections,
majo
or highways, rural areas

LIFE TESTED
Helps ensure maximum longevity
of every Adaptive LED display.

IDEA
AL FO
OR single co
olor, bold
d or

ELECTRICAL TESTED

multti-line
e ads, messsages, ne
ews,
sale
es, an
nd announcements

Products pass surge protection; electrical fast
transient, ESD and radiated emissions tests.

UL ENERGY VERIFIED
UL-veriﬁed products consume less energy
and decrease overall operating expenses.

Forr zoning
ord
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requirring singlee
color or text-onlyy
LED
D signage
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